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About This Content

Total War™: ROME II – Nomadic Tribes Culture Pack

About the DLC:
The Nomadic Tribes Culture Pack adds a new playable culture comprising three new playable Factions to Total War: ROME II,

for use in Single or Multiplayer Campaign modes and Custom and Multiplayer battles.

The Nomadic Tribes Culture Pack enables ROME II players to take on the ancient world as the ruthless Roxolani, the
independent Massagetae and the proud Royal Scythians. Accomplished raiders and legendary horsemen, the Nomadic Tribes are

poised to sweep from the steppes and strike at the soft, sedentary targets of more established empires.

Defined by their independence, their excellence on horseback and their ability to swiftly assemble large armies, The Nomadic
Tribes bring an entirely new cultural flavour to ROME II.

New Features:

New Playable Factions – The Roxolani, Massagetae and Royal Scythians each offer a unique new way to experience the
campaign, with their own rosters of powerful military units, distinct traits and play styles.

The Roxolani gain wealth from their skills as migrant traders, and as committed conquerors, fight harder when in enemy
territory; the Royal Scythians are experts with the bow, and enjoy increased wealth through their high degree of craftsmanship;

and the fierce independence of the Massagetae leads them to fight harder when defending their territory, while their expertise in
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animal husbandry means increased income from livestock.

New Cultural Traits – All Nomadic Tribes benefit from extra recruitment slots in their home provinces, enabling them to raise
armies swiftly. They have also refined raiding and looting to an art-form, and their forces gather greater wealth through raiding

than other factions.

New Cultural Objectives – The Nomadic Tribes have their own new set of military, economic and cultural victory conditions,
as well as sharing a unique set of bonus objectives drawn from the history of The Steppes. Additionally, each faction will have

to contend with its unique events and dilemmas.

New Military Tradition – The armies of the Nomadic Tribes can benefit from a unique new military tradition: Nomadic
Horde. This tradition increases the movement range of the army, increases its unit morale when fighting in enemy territory and,

commensurate with the tribes’ heavy use of horse and rider, reduces the recruitment costs of cavalry units.

New Units:

Peerless horsemen and skilled archers, The Nomadic Tribes Culture Pack offers factions which rely heavily on cavalry for the
backbone of their fighting horses. Among the numerous melee, bow, javelin and spear-armed riders of the steppes, the Nomadic

Tribes Culture Pack also introduces a variety of unique and deadly mounted units.

MASSAGETAE: armour focussed

Saka Noble Armoured Lancers
Few can withstand a charge by these skilled and heavily-armoured noblemen.

Saka Cataphracts
Armoured from head to toe, these heavy cavalry are capable of flattening anyone in their path.

Saka Cataphract Horse Archers
Heavy armour and excellent bow-skills guide these natural riders to victory.

ROXOLANI: melee focussed

Sarmatian Royal Lancers
Deadly lances make these heavy cavalrymen a frightening – and deadly – force.

Sarmatian Riders
Born to the saddle, these spear-wielding riders like to get up-close and brutal with their enemies.

Sarmatian Horsemen
With the right man in the saddle, a horse and a spear make for a deadly combination.

ROYAL SCYTHIANS: ranged-weapon focussed

Royal Horse Archers
There are few more terrifying sights than Scythian horse-archers preparing to fire.

Scythian Royal Skirmishers
The enemies of Scythia rightly fear these natural riders’ javelins – and the swift swords which follow.

New Buildings:

The Nomadic Tribes are fiercely independent and make lives for themselves under canvas. You’ll see this reflected in their
settlements and cities on the campaign map, which favour tents and yurts over brick and stone structures. In addition, their
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building chains are unique among the factions of ROME II; they reflect the nomadic lifestyle and bring bonuses which play to
the nomads’ strengths as shepherds, horsemen and archers.

Food:
Given their itinerant lifestyle, the Nomadic Tribes’ food supply – and to a greater degree than other factions, their income –
begins with animal herding. As such, their food-production building chain begins with Sheep Pens, which advances to the

Weaver, then the Yurt Maker.
A second Camp chain replaces farms in the standard building chains, and offers increasing benefits to the income that livestock

bring. The Camp chain begins with the Nomad Camp, which upgrades to the Wagon Camp, then the Royal Camp.

Research
The wisest of the tribe gather with the soothsayers to devise ways of improving tribal society. The Nomadic Tribes’ Research

chain consists of the Enaree Tent, which upgrades to the Enaree Conclave, and ultimately the Royal Enarees, and brings boosts
to the rate at which new technologies are developed.

Stables
The people of the Nomadic Tribes make great use of horses for trade, travel and war, and breed their stock on the wide-open

steppe. The Stables chain begins with Wild Horses, which upgrades to Large Herd and finally to the Royal Herd.

Religion
The tribes of the great steppe pray to their own gods, and these are reflected in the unique groves, shrines and sanctuaries they

build. The building chains relating to each god bring bonuses to many aspects of nomadic development, such as research,
livestock income, agent levels and public order. Certain chains also bring bonuses to two of the nomads’ key military units:

melee cavalry and horse archers.

In addition, the apex of the religious chain brings access to a unique new wonder: The Kurgan Field. This giant burial mound
boosts the cultural influence of the tribe, and brings a considerable boost to income through livestock.

Faction History:

The Royal Scythians
The Royal Scythians are the social and tribal elite of nomad society, their skills in war matched only by their love of gold and
ostentatious personal finery. Any who mistake this golden luxury for decadence usually die on the points of Royal Scythian

spears well before they can change their misguided opinion.

The Massagetae
The Massagetae are a confederation of tribes, and fierce steppe warriors all. Cyrus the Great, the founder of the Achaemenid

Empire, fell in battle against them while leading a Persian army deep into the steppes. They have remained a dangerous people
ever since, feared and respected by their neighbours.

The Roxolani
Every man has his day in the sun, and the same is true of entire tribes. As the Scythians grow weak, the Roxolani are ready to

take up the sword in their place. From astride their hardy steppe horses, they are right to see the whole of the ‘civilized’ world as
being filled with riches. What glorious battles await?
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Minimum

OS: XP/ Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core processor / 2.6 GHz Intel Single Core processor

Memory:2GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card (shader model 3, vertex texture fetch support).

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:35 GB HD space

Additional:Screen Resolution - 1024x768

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Czech,Turkish
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Fans of this game been living all their life living in a cucks paradise. What trash. For THREE GAMES Squenix tried to force
this Mary Sue on us and we still hate her. These lightning games did irreparable damage to the FF franchise.. PROS:
* short and sweet
* decent story
* can get all endings in an hour

CONS:
* the 'mini-game' is completely random and feels like it's thrown in just to use time
* none of the romance options are that great
* dialogue seems forced at times
* the anime style characters look far too young and talk too young\/modern for people who are supposed to be in their 30s

Overall, it's not a bad game. There aren't many choices to be made, and the only one that actually matters is at the very end. You
can save right before you make a choice, load the save, and get all 3 endings in a matter of minutes. If it's on sale, might be
worth it to waste an hour. It's a good one-shot game for YouTubers.. God, the atmostphere of this game is so great! Love the
voice overs, the musics, the story, everything! It's been a long time since i played a game with a good ambience like this. If
you're a fan of the point & click adventure genre, don't you ever miss a chance to play this game! It's definitely worth a try!.
c'est l'un des rares Puzzle platformers 2d que l'on peut trouver sur Steam
j'aime bien les m\u00e9langes de couleurs, et le moteur physique qui rend plus "r\u00e9aliste" les sauts...
juste 2 ou 3 niveaux affreusements longs, mais on peut avec de la patience et de la dext\u00e9rit\u00e9, faire environ 30-40
niveaux

Le mode co-op ne se fait que sur 1 seul ordi, mais c'est d\u00e9ja assez casse t\u00eate comme \u00e7a.
(mais j'aurais quand m\u00eame aim\u00e9 un multi via steam). 9\/10 This game is really fun. kind of buggy though. you have
to mess around with who is going to invite who for multiplayer and it often crashes or glitches when starting up a game but once
you get it it runs fine for the rest of the time you play. other than that, fun strategy, cool graphics and art and a wonderful way to
release pent up anger at life by toppling towers and collapsing tunnels. Make sure you have some friends to play with the single
player is kinda boring but multiplayer is really fun.
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Been looking for this game for ages after I lost my original installation cd several years ago. Finally here!

One of my absolute favorite strategy games. Still great fun to play! Recommend the campaign mode.. As a South African it's
great to see the bushveld represented in a game.

Albeit would be nice to see elephants, hippos, cheetah, leopards, rhinos. Easy to remove the controversial factor by making it
"illegal" to shoot them where your gun will not fire when aimed at one of those animals.

Just sad that we don't get to see the savannah in its full glory. But still a nice DLC.. This is a horrrendously bad game. Even
calling it a game feels wrong. The controls are abhorrent, both in-game and in the menu (I didn't even know that was possible).
This game is "difficult" only because the combat and movement mechanics are so poor. The controls make no sense, and are not
re-bindable. Not only is this game not worth your money, it's not worth the time it takes to figure out that it's not worth the
money.. Great Point And Click game, but when the game ends, it looks like the end of a chapter.. It is suprisingly good at the
start, but then then the crane part starts. It is soooooooooo bad stay away from it, and please dont make the same mistake i
made. A stylish & difficult physics puzzler somewhat in the vein of Gravitron. I love the Lego-like ability to build and modify
your ship with newly found parts.

Very challenging :). For all the people that didnt get the items you need to put the cd key into the code page on the frontier
website.. Coming from Princess Maker 2, this was very disappointing. The removal of the adventure mode made the game a lot
more deterministic, to the point where you can specify a sequence of steps for the entire 10 year span that will give you a
particular outcome. Once you can do that, it's no longer a daughter raising game, it's just a glorified branching visual novel. Go
play Princess Maker 2 instead, it's much better.. Deus Ex Machina was a computer game originally released in 1984 for the ZX
Spectrum, a defunct home computer that was only sold in the UK. Designed by Mel Croucher with production work made at the
Automata UK which is a defunct game company that was based in the UK. Describing the plot for this game is a little tricky.
The main objective of this game is not about stradegy or seeking the highest score. Instead this game's plot is a meaning of life
like story done in an interactive narrative gameplay. The title "Deus Ex Machina" is latin for "god from the machine". The
phrase is often used for stories of unpredictable porposions that can only be concluded as an act of god. Throughout the game,
you view the creation and evolution of a being known as a "defect". The story was based on the "Seven Ages of Man" from
Shakespeare play "As You Like It". Various sequences occurs that involve trippy visuals and a collection of voice over
narrations of philosophical quotes. One of the voice actors is Jon Pertwee, the third Doctor Who himself. While Mel Croacher
the game designer did the voice of the defect itself.

Upon release this game, it received critical acclaim but distribution for this game was only avalible via mail order. Meaning it
wasn't sold at stores so the only exposure it had was through magazine ads at the time. Despite that, the game generated a cult
following over the decades and was even listed in the book "1001 Video Games You Must Play Before You Die". Deus Ex
Machina is the "2001: A Space Odyssey" of the video game industry. If you're looking for a classic art house game, then this
one is worth trying out. Doctor Who fans will enjoy this game with the presence of Jon Pertwee doing the narration.. A bit easy,
short. But well executed, pretty, and good enough for such a small price.
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